PRODUCTION CONTROL

The purpose of the course is to give you knowledge on:
• How Production Control affects profitability, customer values and
capital efficiency.
• Basic requirements to plan and prepare the manufacturing process.
• Basic requirements to execute and conduct the manufacturing
process.
• Different possibilities to make a positive change and where to begin.
• Basic vocabulary and definitions of crucial key figures.
This training course will take 1,5 to 4 hours to complete including the test.

COURSE OUTLINE
INTRODUCTION
1. Before we begin, a few tips
2. Introduction
3. Why should I learn more about Production Control?
4. Why is it so difficult to meet the expectations of Production Control?
5. What is the difference between Supply Chain Management and
Production Control?
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THE PRODUCTION SYSTEM
1. Should you produce what you sell? or should you sell what you
produce?
2. What is the difference between a flow- and a functional-oriented
Production System?
3. Flow-oriented Production System
4. Functional-oriented Production System
5. How to establish a quick, lean and predictable Production System?
6. Which are the crucial processes in your Production System?
7. Which are the sub- and support processes?
PLANNING & PREPARATION
1. What do we mean by Planning?
2. How to plan and prepare the various processes?
3. Could more detailed planning improve your delivery performance?
a. Another approach is to strive for simplicity
EXECUTION
1. When to start the execution of a production order?
2. What controls the production lead-time?
3. What is the relation between WIP and Leadtime?
4. Why not completely remove queues and waiting time?
5. How to combine maximal throughput with short and predictable leadtimes?
6. What is a bottleneck and how to identify it?
7. How to utilize the bottlenecks?
8. How to keep WIP low and limited?
a. KANBAN
b. CONWIP
c. Drum-Buffer-Rope
d. TAKT
9. How to establish reliable production processes?
10. What to do when things go wrong?
MANAGEMENT
1. What is delivery precision?
2. What will happen if we don't keep our promises?
3. How do you know you have a good Production Control?
4. Long order stock and short delivery times - an impossible combination?
5. How is profitability increased when limited by bottlenecks?
6. Where to start?
7. Is the path forward clear?
8. How far should you go?
9. Where to find support and inspiration?
TEST
20 Multiple choice questions. If incorrectly answered, the student is
automatically guided to the relevant section of the course for a refresh.
When >80% correct answers submitted à Pass à Diploma.
Course evaluation.
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